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INSTITUTIONALISM AND EVOLUTIONISM IN ECONOMIC PROCESS 

Emil Dinga 

1. Preamble 

Generally, an institution is a rule of behaviour for individuals (by extension, for communities or 

organizations, as well). The behaviour concerned can target any of such behaviour: praxiological 

(e.g. economic interactions), practical (e.g. religious interactions), theoretical (e.g. scientific 

activity), etc., no matter whether the institution in case is or is not formal (i.e. codified). Although, 

in fact, rules of behaviour are working also in nature – the instinct and the memes are the most 

known such systems of rules –, the concept of institution is ”reserved” for cultural societies, like 

human one. In this frame, the behaviour, or system, or process that is functioning (preponderantly) 

based on institutions must be called an institutional entity. Obviously, any human society is an 

institutional society once the social contract is agreed. In my opinion, the sufficient predicates for 

institutionalism as concept are the following: a) (𝐼𝐷) deliberativeness: institutionalism is a 

deliberative designing of social interaction (including cooperation, but competition as well, e.g. the 

war); b) (𝐼𝐿) lamarckian replication: institutionalism (or, more precisely, the institutional 

framework, including institutional network) is replicated, among generations (or, likewise, 

temporally) based on the actually acquisitions in applying the institutional background concerned; 

this means that the randomness in the ”mutations” of the institutional ”genes”, although is not 

totally eliminated (particularly regarding the memes, that are, generally, non-codified) is drastically 

mitigated – in fact, the replication or reproduction of the institutionalism is rather a (continuous) 

intellectual project, than a random event; c) (𝐼𝐹) mutual fetality of reactions norms: 

institutionalism, as normative property of the society, is both the cause and the effect of society 

development. Thus, between society as such and its institutional framework mutual reaction norms 

are working, so the two ”partners” run shoulder to shoulder. As it will be shown further, such a 

dynamic partnership implies what I shall name fetality of mutual reaction norms, that is, the 

potential of those norms to build up mirrored niches in each other of the two partners, which are and 

maintain compatible in a desirable horizon of time. So, by institutionalism must be understood a 

(social) theory that has as grounding principle the institutionally functioning and regulation of 

behaviour. 

Generally, evolutionism has as sufficient predicates: a) (𝐸𝐹) finality – the structure variation (that 

is, the evolution) occurs under the logic of necessity. This necessity makes room either through 

laws or through contingency; as laws could be either natural or positive (the latter being, thus, 

artefacts), and contingency can arise either under law or outside them, I believe that finality can 

come into existence either un-planned (if we do not think there is a sui generis such a plan) or 

planned; of course, the planned contingency endows the finality with purposes; b) (𝐸𝐷) Darwinian 

structuring – the pressure towards structure changes comes randomly, both for entity and for its 

environment, that is, outside a pre-existent model of rationality. This means, inter alia, that 

evolution is not a rational or purpose-based process, but a random one; c) (𝐸𝑀) mutually adjustment 

of niches between entity and its environment – both entity and its environment are defined and 

constructed, by mutual trial and errors (in fact, a permanent fumble) between each other, so that 

those niches accomplish as good as possible the needed functions (for example, the entity’s 

survival). It must be said that the environment itself is, in turn, an entity whose environment is the 

given entity. Thus, the development based on mutual adjustment of niches could equally be seen 

from the perspective of entity as from the perspective of environment as well. So, by evolutionism 

must be understood a theory that has as grounding principle the structurally functioning and 

regulation of behaviour. 
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2. Genus and species 

It seems that institutionalism is a species of the genus called evolutionism, namely, it is a particular 

case of evolutionism when the latter is applied (or built up) within the human society. In this respect 

I shall provide some arguments and judgments, as follows: 

• firstly, any sufficient predicate of institutionalism implies one ”corresponding” sufficient 

predicate of evolutionism (what the reader can easily notice by her/himself own). This 

means, from a logical point o view, that institutionalism is included (here in the very 

sense of set theory) into the evolutionism;  

• secondly, just as easily can be noticed that not each sufficient predicate of evolutionism is 

included into a ”corresponding” sufficient predicate of institutionalism – for example, 

Darwinist mutation is more extensive than Lamarckist one, so it can exist evolutionism 

outside of institutionalism; 

• thirdly, the sphere of human society is, in fact, a sub-sphere of living sphere on Earth; 

thus, institutionalism is, exactly by its definition, included, as species, into the genus of 

evolutionism. 

3. Signification for economic theory 

Economic theory addresses, obviously, the human society. As consequence, its principles should be 

inferred from the principles of institutionalism. Unfortunately, from historical perspective, this 

theory developed by uncritically (and, as proved as long standing, undesirably) import, both 

conceptually, methodologically, and instrumentally, from Mechanical Physics, in a wrongly 

understood essay to make it a ”scientific” discipline. In fact, this essay put the economic theory 

inside the territory of necessity (where the predictions are 100% true, if the knowledge is, of course, 

correct) however, being a theory which addresses the human society, it is placed (almost) 

completely inside a territory of contingency (that is, of free will). These notices are made as long 

standing, as said before, but quite recently, based on behavioural economics, on cognitive 

psychology, on holistic sociology, economic theory has developed versions of institutional 

economics and even of evolutionary economics. I think that the best solution is returning to Political 

Economics (which was, to be honest, the originary proposal of Smith and the fight of Marshall). 

Political Economics could easily be (re)edified within the evolutionism and specified on 

institutionalism. Moreover, such an approach is not only the logical direction, taking into account 

that economic theory must be rather a social discipline than a positive one, but also a productive 

direction, because the obvious break occurred between capital and humans in the economic process 

(see globalization, for example, or, generally, the optimality praxiological paradigm). Thus, we 

come to a tetrad of economic theory that needs to be clarified and systematized so that we have a 

general economic theory as an evolutionary one, but inside the institutional model.  
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